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One of the most common questions that we get isn't “Susan, what did you have for breakfast?”
Although it's right up there. It's Susan, “how do I get my dogs to stop jumping on people?” And as
common as it is, the fix is actually quite simple. It's three steps and trust me, the third step is something
nobody would have ever told you before.

00:00:37
Hi, I'm Susan Garrett. Welcome to Shaped by Dog. Before we jump into how to get her dogs to stop
jumping on people, I think it's important that we understand the why. Once you understand the why
your dogs are jumping up, then you can decide which tactic are/is going to work best for you and your
dog. Believe it or not the primary reason that dogs jump up is because they're rewarded for jumping up.
00:01:02
And you know, you could say “Susan no. Oh you got it wrong. I've never given my dog a cookie for
jumping up.” Stick with me on this because it started long before you ever got your dog. When puppies
are young, they're little and who doesn't like the smell of puppy breath. So, guess what? We sit on the
floor, we ‘coochie coo’, we encourage the puppies to come up and find our face and isn't this great.
And there's an old saying what you learn first, you learn best. So, puppies learn when you seek human
space good things happen you get all this love and attention and everything's amazing.
00:01:35
And then guess what? They stop being little puppies and we start standing up and they're like, “How do
we get to that face? I've got to get to that face.” They do the only thing they know how to do. And that is
to put the paws up to try to get to that face. Does it, it makes sense right? So, knowing that the
behavior is there partially because of human reinforcement.
00:02:00
Now let's face it part of it is just canine curiosity. “Guess what there's a big meatball on that counter. I'm
going to put my paws up to see it a little better.” So, your face, it could be the big meatball. No
disrespect. Don't take it personal. But your face could be that big meatball. You combine the meatball
face curiosity with all of that reinforcement they got as puppies. Is it any wonder that the default
behavior for dogs is put their paws up to seek the face?
00:02:30
Now, now that you know why you have two decisions to fix it. The one tactic that people will say is knee
the dog in the chest, tell them “Off, no”, give them a collar correction, let them know they're bad. And
some people will think that works, but it comes at a very deep cost. And I think if you are watching my
podcasts, that's not the life you want. That's not the kind of relationship you want with your dog. You
want to get solutions based out of kindness. And so, knowing that what we've got is there because of a
great history of reinforcement, let's just create a new history of reinforcement and fix it.
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00:03:14
Three simple steps. You’re with me? Step number one. We’ve got to create the sit as a very high value
default position. So, I’m going to assume that you can get your dog to sit when you ask them on one
cue in any environment and they will stay there until you give them their release cue. I use the word
“break”, you might say “okay” or “free”.
00:03:38
If you don’t have that sit when I asked and release when I asked and you’d like to know more about
how I achieved that, jump over to YouTube, leave me a comment on this video and we'll plan to make it
part of an upcoming video.
00:03:50
So, step one, it's all about the sit. We want our dogs to sit beside us. What I call Reinforcement Zone.
Not out in front, beside us. And if that's a problem for you, what you might want to do is visit my video
called Perch Work (Pivots and Spins), because that gives your dog a target for their front feet. So, they
learn to hang out right beside you.
00:04:11
This is really important. Everything happens in front. So, if your dog is already facing you, they have to
redirect to what's happening out there. So, we got to get the dog to sit beside us on one cue. Now,
when I say one cue, how many times does that allow you to repeat the cue? Yeah, it's a little test. Little
test in middle of all this.
00:04:31
That would be zero. The dog sits on one cue. And if they don't sit reliably on one cue, they're giving you
feedback on your training. They're saying “What you think you taught isn't what I actually learned. So
maybe I'm not picking up what you're putting down. You've got to do it a different way.” Or in this case,
“I'm not picking up what you're sitting.” That didn't make sense, but you know what I mean.
00:04:50
So, one cue and one cue only. We get our dog value build in Reinforcement Zone. If you're going to
give your dog a treat around the house, ask them to get in Reinforcement Zone, give them the treat
there then release them, sit and release. This is the habit we want to create a default, anything good
that happens in the dog's world they need to sit and then release.
00:05:09
Once you've got that brilliantly now what I want you to do is we're going to put your dog on a leash. So,
you can start with a short leash, and I would recommend maybe you put the dog on a harness to do
this rather than to put them on a collar. This is called the wandering sit stage.
00:05:28
So, as you're out and about with your dog on leash, you are going to randomly say “sit” and get that
same snappy behavior where the dog just plops their butt down, you will then move forward to meet
the dog in Reinforcement Zone before you give them a cookie and then the release. The wandering sit.
Here's your assignment. 25 wandering sits a day for seven days.
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You can do that while building in part two of the assignment, but I'm getting ahead of myself. We've got
our wandering sit and once that's brilliant, you're going to add part one and part two of your sit
homework. And that is ask the dog to sit beside you in Reinforcement Zone, give them the release
word “break”, which means move out of position. And once they move, ask for another sit.
00:06:12
So, it's going to be sit, release, sit, and then you come up and reinforce that and that's the end of that
game. So, three parts of your sit homework. Lots of fun. It's just a game. It's all about rewarding your
dog.
00:06:23
And remember if they don't get it right, don't go and help them. Go back to where you lost them and
build up from there. It's not about you helping them to get this right. It's about them understanding and
seeing great value. This is all about a value build at every stage. They see great value for doing what
we're asking and they're going to do it immediately.
00:06:43
Step number two, learning to greet. Now, if you remember here on Shaped by Dog, I talked about the
invisible bubble of pressure. And what that is, is for some dogs they're sensitive about people coming
into their zone and they will react in a way that shows it. Maybe they will back away. Maybe they will
jump up in an anxious kind of frenetic energy. Whatever it is we want to test what your dog's natural
response is to people coming near them. We're going to do this in a way that the dog can be
successful.
00:07:14
So, number one, if you've played Crate Games, that's a great way. Our dogs understand the criteria.
The crate doors open, and I just hang in there until I get a release. So, the first thing we're going to do
is you're going to be beside the crate, somebody's going to walk up to your dog, and you're going to
feed the dog and see what their reaction is. Do they start wiggling? Do they start paddling their paws?
00:07:34
So, you're going to go “Well hmm. They started paddling the paws when the person got about six feet
away. Let's start reinforcing them about seven feet away.” So that the rehearsal of the paddling the
paws when the person comes near starts to go away. Your dog understands you're there to give them
reinforcement. You're there to be their big protector and defender so there's no need for them to get
anxious.
00:07:53
So, number one, can we do it in a crate? Number two, can we do it in a Hot Zone? If you're not familiar
with Hot Zone training, I'll leave a link right here on this video where you can click on the puppy games
and learn about how we start the Hot Zone training. It's something like this. Pardon the pun, my puppy
This! is lying on a raised surface. She understands she doesn't leave there. When people come to
greet her there, she can sit, she can down, she can stand. There is no criteria for her other than no
paws come off of the Hot Zone. So, it gives the dog the opportunity to learn about greeting people
without putting their feet up.
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00:08:32
If they make a mistake and they come up off the person greeting before the paws come up to touch
them, they just take a step away and turn their back. Taking out the reinforcement of number one,
attention, stepping away from the Hot Zone so the dog can't touch them. No reinforcement to be had.
And you take a mental note, ‘let's do this again and I'm going to reward my dog for making good
choices’. Value build on the greeting behavior.
00:09:01
Now we're going to add number one to number two. Your dog's going to be in the Reinforcement Zone
on a leash. You are going to have somebody you know come close and stand in front and talk to you.
Two seconds. “Hi Susan, how's it going?” You're going to feed your puppy because ideally, they're not
paddling or getting excited. If they are just put a perch down to give them a target for those feet. See
how it all comes together. Value build, value build.
00:09:26
Next, the person's going to come in and talk to you and then say hi to your dog. All goes well, you're
going to feed. Make sure you are not using the food to prevent the dog from making a mistake. This is
about trying to evaluate what your dog is understanding. Do you understand when you're in
Reinforcement Zone that you need to stay there. Once that's brilliant now we're going to go to the third
step of the greet. And this is the biggie.
00:09:53
Now we're ready for the most important stage. And this is one that I have never seen anybody do. And
it's the one that helps drive these lessons home. And its stage number three, it's the re-greet. Here's
what happens. What a dog rehearses they get really good at. And so, what we want to do is have that
person maybe stop six feet away from your dog or two meters. And you are going to take your dog on
a leash and you're going to say “go see” which means nothing to the dog right now.
00:10:28
You're going to say, “go see” follow it by the word “break”. And as the dog comes into the stranger or
the person you know you're going to say “sit”. So, the dog may or may not sit, but before they get a
chance to respond you're going to call them back. Call them right back, give them a cookie and do it
again.
00:10:47
They got a chance to come close but not jump up. And now you are going to bring them back. So, it's
let them go see, call them back, let them go see, call them back. Eventually you're going to let them go
see, and you're going to ask them to sit, and the person can talk to them. They can pat them. They can
eventually get to that level.
00:11:10
When I take my puppy out to meet people the first go see she may make a mistake and start to put her
paws up and I'll just call her back before she gets a chance to do it. It might take at first 10 go sees, the
last three are good ones. But very quickly it might be, I'll do five go sees. And I get the last three are
good ones and only two that aren't great. And very quickly they're all great. So, it's the re-greet of the
same person.
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00:11:39
If you were to do 100 greeting of people, just one time greeting, you would not get near the success of
doing just 10 people but doing 10 re-greets. And by the way, who's got a hundred people randomly
hanging around their house. If you have two people, you could just do as many as it takes to get three
good ones where your dog comes in and sits— three in a row, three in a row. The dog comes in and
sits, gets greeted. The person greeting could even give your dog a cookie. If you get to that stage and
then you call them back.
00:12:14
So, it's the greet and re-greet that teaches the dog the value of this is a best way to greet people. Good
things happen when you greet this way. It’s nowhere near as fun as putting your paws up on a human.
Listen, as I said it's simple and it's easy. It just requires you making the time in your life to play a game
with your dog. It's an investment in having a dog who has an amazing future at greeting people. And
who wouldn't want that for their dogs.
00:12:44
I'll see you next time here on Shaped by Dog.

Resources:
Blog Post: How do I Stop My Dog from Pulling on the Leash? (RZ – Reinforcement Zone)
Podcast Episode 19: One of My Biggest Pet Peeves in Dog Training
Podcast Episode 52: The Five Most Common Words in Dog Training and Which Ones I Never Use
YouTube Video: Susan Garrett's Perch Work Dog Tricks (Pivots and Spins)
Podcast Episode 22: The Invisible Bubble of Pressure and Your Dog
Crate Games Online
YouTube Video: Susan Garrett's 5 Games for Puppies (Hot Zone Foundations)
Podcast Episode 11: The Power of Permission in Dog Training
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About Susan
A world-leading educator of dog trainers, Susan is
also one of the most successful agility competitors
of the last three decades. She has won multiple
Gold Medals at National or World Championship
events with every dog she has ever owned over
the past 30 years. Susan was one of the very first
dog trainers to share knowledge online when she
opened her "Clicker Dogs" website many years
ago. Susan has helped hundreds of thousands of
people enjoy a great relationship with their dogs
through her workshops and keynote speaking
around the world, award winning books, DVDs,
magazine articles, blog posts, podcasts, free dog
training and dog agility video series, and online
dog training programs.
A natural teacher and an entertaining speaker, Susan is world renowned for her dog training knowledge and
practical application of that knowledge. Her understanding of how to apply science-based learning principles to
both competitive and family pet dog training has been pivotal in changing how dogs are trained.
Susan is now helping many thousands of dog owners in 82 countries have the best relationship possible with
their dogs. The real joy for her comes from bringing confidence to dogs and their owner through playful
interactions and relationship building games that are grounded firmly in the science of how animals learn.
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